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ON THE STUDY OF SOLUTION UNIQUENESS TO 
THE TASK OF DETERMINING UNKNOWN 

PARAMETERS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELS

T. V. Avdeenko and Hai Gon Je

Abstract. The problem of solution uniqueness to the task of de
termining unknown parameters of mathematical models from input
output observations is studied. This problem is known as structural 
identifiability problem. We offer a new approach for testing structural 
identifiability of linear state space models. The approach compares 
favorably with numerous methods proposed by other authors for two 
mam reasons. First, it is formulated in obvious mathematical form. 
Secondly, the method does not involve unfeasible symbolic computa
tions and thus allows to test identifiability of large-scale models.

In case of non-identifiability, when there is a set of solutions to the 
task, we offer a method of computing functions of the unknown pa
rameters which can be determined uniquely from input-output obser
vations and later used as new parameters of the model. Such functions 
are called parametric functions capable of estimation. To develop the 
method of computation of these functions we use Lie group transfor
mation theory.

Illustrative example is given to demonstrate applicability of pre
sented methods.
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1. Introduction and preliminaries

Generally accepted way of studying natural-science phenomena is 
mathematical modelling. On the basis of physical, biological or social 
laws, scientist formulates mathematical model that often is the sys
tem of differential equations and contains unknown parameters. Let 
we have mathematical model in which 0 is vector of unknown 
parameters. By model structure we mean parameterized set of models 
M = : 0 € Q C where Q is called admissible parametric
space. The next step after construction of the model structure is deter
mining “the best” model in the set M corresponding to the observed 
phe효omeno교 i표 the best way. On this step 나!。situation may take place 
when there are several such “best” models equally well describing the 
process under study. In other words the problem of determining the 
unknown parameters of the model has non-unique solution. If that's 
the case, then the model structure is called nonide교tillable. Thus； the 
property of model structure to permit unique solution to the task of 
determining unknown parameters is called structural identifiability.

Let us introduce stronger definitions borrowed from [4]. Denote the 
equality of the model input/output maps obtained for two values 6 and

of the parameter vector by

This property is ajso called ipdistingui안lability of the models from 
input/output observations. The parameter is called structurally 
globally identifiable (s.g.i.) if for almost any 伊Y Q (with the exception 
of subsets of Q of measure zero)

It is structurally locally identifiable (s.l.i.) if for almost any 0* there 
exists a neighborhood ©(俨)such that if 0 € ©(伊)〉then

牝 M(0*)今"=罗.

Local identifiability is of course a necessary condition for global iden
tifiability. A parameter that is not s.l.i. is structurally nonidentifiable 
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(s.n.i.). A model Af (.) is s.g.i.(s.LL) if all its parameters are s.g.i.(s.Li.). 
A model is s.n.i. if any of its parameters is s.n.i.

As we can see structural properties are defined for all points of 
parametric space simultaneously (with exception of points belonging 
to subsets of measure zero). In. practice when we construct a model 
structure, we have no information about exact values of the parameter 
vector. So we have to test identifiability of model structure in almost 
all points of parametric space. To do this, we must use analytic (sym
bolic) computations. Testing structural identifiability of sufficiently 
simple models leads rapidly to very complicated algebraic manipula
tions. Computer algebra is a good tool to obtain an answer. However, 
to rely only on the computing power could be disappointing because 
most algorithms generate very complicated computations.

We suggest a new approach to testing structural local identifiability 
which do not generate such complicated computations. The approach 
was recently described in [1]. In this paper we evolve the method and 
consider a question what to do in case of 효on-identiSability.

(2.1) M(0):

2. Main results

Consider the following model structure in. state space form:
r\
而 z(t) = A(0)x(i) + B(0)u(t), x(0) = 0,

=c(o)W),

where t is time variable, x G R气 u & R气 y E R円 are state, control 
and observation vectors, 0 £ Q U 一砂 is vector of unknown, parameters 
of 나2 model, A e J?nXn,B e JRnXfc,C e BmXn.

The first order differential equation, in (2.1) is state equation. It is 
constructed on the basis of physical laws (for example, conservation 
laws) and includes vector of input variables to take into account possi
ble control of the process under study. The second equation in (2.1) is 
observation equation. It describes connection between variables which 
we can observe (measure) and state variables that are not directly ob
served in general. Models in the state space allow to take into account 
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apriori information about observed phenomenon in the most organic 
way. Unknown parameters 0 in such models have clear physical mean
ing. But the problem of uniqueness of the task of determining these 
parameters from input/out put observations is very typical.

In order to derive conditions for identifiability of model structure
(2.1) , we impose limitations on model structure.

We propose the following convenient form of representing linear re
strictions on the elements of matrix A:
(2.2) 例=物，

where is r x n2 ~ matrix of restrictions and 出o is 質 x 1 - vector, both 
with numerical elements, vector a consists of elements of matrix A:

& = (An；Ai2； * - • ； -Ain；-^21； * * * ； Ann)Ty
and r is the number of restrictions.

Let U a교d V be upper triangular matrices of transformation of ma
trices Bt and C to the column echelon forms BT and C:
(2.3) 百고 = BtU^ C = CV.

Assuming without loss of generality that rank B = k and rankC = 
m, matrix BT has (n 一 k) columns consisting of zeros, and matrix C 
has (n —m) such columns. Let the numbers of zero columns of BT and 
C form sets J1 and J2. Define U = 77(J1), V = V(J2) - submatrices 
of matrices U and V consisting of columns with numbers from J1 and 
J2.

Thus, o끄ly matrix A depend on. the unknown parameters. For linear 
restrictions (2.2) it is convenient to assume natural parameterization of 
this matrix when vector 0 consists of elements of matrix A, for example 
0 ~ a.

Our method is based on similarity transformation approach for lin
ear models. In accord with this approach we search for the set of 
all state-space models with the same model structure and the same 
input/output map as (2.1).
(2 4) M(广) : [ 으产W) = + B(r>(i), z*(0) = o,
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It is known [3] that under assumption of controllability and observ
ability of model structures (2.1) and (2.4) the state vectors x and x* 
are related by nonsingular similarity transformation = Txy where 
T E GL(n) = {T : detT 冃二 0}. transformation matrix T is determined 
from the following system of matrix equation (taking into account re
strictions (2)):

!
C(俨)7 - C(0) = 0； 
珈*)—宵(0) = 0, 
A(r)T - TA(0) = 0, 
w(a(广、)一 = o.

The system (2.5) is that of nonlinear algebraic equations with respect 
to the pair (T, 0*). The number of solutions to this system determines 
the number of models M(0*) indistinguishable by input/output map 
with the initial model M(0), and therefore determines the number of 
solutions to the task of determining unknow표 parameters of the model. 
If the system has。그ly one solution (T = Z, 俨 = O') the model structure 
is globally identifiable. If we have continuous set of 망ohitions, the 
model structure is non-identifiable. Otherwise, if several solutions are 
isolated points in the parametric space, the model structure is locally 
identifiable.

In present paper we only concern a question of local identifiability. 
So we are interested in local solvability of the system (2.5). Write down 
the system (2.5) in. general form:

(2.6) F(T,r；0) = O.

System (2.6) means indistinguishability of models M(8) and M(俨) 
by input/output observations. It gives transformation F : GL(n) x 
Q x Q —> R卩)where N — n(n + k + m) + r. It is clear that F is 
a Cf function. Let us fix an arbitrary point 0 in Q. Note that the 
point (/, is solution to the equation (2.6) (it follows from the fact 
that substitution (T = 1,0* = 0) into the system. (2.5) gives identity).
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Consider Jacobian of the system (2.6) for variables (T, 0*):

尸所(70展)

3(7,俨)(T~I} 6*=们

Suppose that all columns of matrix Ff are linearly independent, i.e.

(2.7) rank (Fz) = rank (F^ | Fg*) = n2 + p,

where and F&* are TV x n2 and N x p submatrices of matrix F'. 
Then 切 the implicit function theorem there are neighborhoods M U Q 
of point 6 and N? C GL(n) x Q of point (J, 0), and also single-valued 
tiansformatio표 N\ ——> N須 Therefore if the condition (2.7) is satisfied 
at every point 0 WQ except at points of a set of measure zero, this is a 
necessary and sufficient condition for structural local identifiability of 
the model.

Suppose now that the condition (2.7) does not satisfied for sets of 
nonzero measure. If that is the case, then we have

(2.8) rank (Fz) = n2 +p — z/, p > 0

for almost all points of parametric space. So there exist n1 + p — u 
linearly independent columns of matrix F기. Let these linearly i교depen
dent columns form submatrix Ff of matrix FL Generate also vectors 
t and 0* consisting of elements T%3 and elements corresponding to 
the columns entering the matrix Remaining elements of matrix T 
and vector 护 we unite into subvectors t and 0*. Introduce a vector 
s = (t, 0*), dims = v. Denote similar partition of vector 0 by 0 and Q. 
By analogy, divide elements of the identity matrix I into two vectors 
e and e. In new notations the system (2.6) has the form:

(2.9) F(£,r；s)0)-O.

Note that the system (2.9) becomes identity for £ =私。* = 0〉s = 亍二 
(e, 0), i.e. F(e, 0; 5o, 0) = 0. Taking into account condition (2.8), by the 
implicit function theorem there are neighborhoods N、C R꺼of point 
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($0,0), M U 欣 of point (e, 6), and single-valued transformation 
N\ 一＞ 7V2:

0* = f(o, s), t = 0(们 s), where /(0, s°)=矿认们 %) = e.

Adding fictitious equations t ~t and 俨=6* to the above system, we 
obtain

俨=f (Q s\ t = g(0,5), where /(0,50)=们 g(们约)=巳

The last equations points to existence of continuous transformation 
of the parameters and elements of matrix T under which the initial 
system (2.6) is invariant. We are interested only in the parameter 
transformations and want to find invariants of this transformation. be
ing functions of the parameters 0 only. Such invariants can be used as 
new parameters of the model structure. Under new reparameterization 
the model structure becomes locally identifiable.

Thus, consider the question, of determining invariants p(0) of the 
parameter transformation

(2.10) 伊=/渺,司，抑,％)=仇

Let us expound the function f(们 s) in Taylor series over s in the neigh
borhood of S — So：

0* = 0 + (s _ " _|_ o(s — s0).
s=so

Analogously expound the function p(俨)：

P(矿) = 氣 + 警으) (S - so) +。(5 - so))
S=SQ

=P(。) H—g■—- (s — $o) + o(s — so).
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Taking into account that invariants must not change under param
eter^ transformation, i.e., p(0*) = p(0), we obtain the condition of 
invariance:

(2.11) 也，（俨） 
ds

=次俨)a抑,s)、 
s=so \ 90* ds 丿

S = 3Q

_ 飾。)(Q s)
d0 ds 5—So

=0.

To evaluate tangent vector fields 9/(0, s)/ds\3-SQ we use expounding 
F(Ty 伊;0) in Taylor series over s in the neighborhood of s = s°：

(2.12)空俨 =玲业应
ds 心。 ds

F(T,俨;0) = F(l, 0- 0) + 竺(祟0 & -约)+ 忠一So).
ds s=s°

Since F(T)0*; 0) = F(1,0; 0) = 0, we have

=0.
S=SQ

On the other hand, the condition (2.8) means that dimension of null 
space of matrix F' is equal to 幻 i.e., there exist matrices L and A of 
sizes n2 x z/ and pxu such that

(2.13) F* - L(0) + 跖・ A(0) = 0,

where L(0)=(妃如 … 為)and A(0) = (Ai,人幻-• - , Ap), vectors
项 = ，匕 being linearly independent. Comparing equations

(2.12) and (2.13), we have

,A(0)=件 
OS s=soS=S0

Now the condition of invariance (2.11) can be rewritten as the fol
lowing homogeneous system of partial differential equations of the first 
order:

(2.14) 뽈• '(O) = 0, 顶 = 1,..",
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where vectors 入；(0) can be obtained from (2.13). Solving the sys
tem (2.14), we obtain functions being invariant to the param
eter^ transformations. It is well known from the theory of partial 
differential equations that such system has an unbounded set of solu
tions. Functional basis of the set includes p — u independent solutions; 
Pb(^)=酒i(O),Q2(0),..."i(0)]T.

The evaluation technique for determining is explained in a 
series of publicections and is not easy. But we think that heuristic ap
proach offered in [2] is very interesting and appropriate for symbolic 
computalions. The idea of the approach is based on Lie group transfor
mation theory and uses the observation that for each A7, j = 1,..., z/, 
the equation (2.14) is a condition of invariance of vector p(0) to one- 
parameter group of continuous transformations of 0. To determine 
such groups we have to solve the following Lie differ ent ial equations 
for each of linearly independent tangent vector field 入幻 obtained from 
the equation (2.13):

(2.15) — £|百=0 =们 J = 1,...,

After solving the equations (2.15) we obtain v expressions each de
scribing one-parameter group of continuous transformations connected 
with given tangent vector field

伊=£泌见)，们。)=们顶=

Superposition of v such transformations will give us i/-parameter group 
of continuous transformatio교s of the form

(2.16) r =f(0,s), f(0,0) =。，苫=(卸刼,...，初已

to which the system (2.6) is invariant. Note that equations (2.16) 
are equivalent to the equations (2.10) when s = s — sq. Eliminating 
parameters of transformati。교 务, 项 = 1, ・..)〃 from p equations (2.16) 
and representing p — y remaining equations in the form

(2.17) PB (^*) = PB(0\
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one can determine basis of invariants pb
Now let us return to the system (2.5) to see if one can simplify 

computation of rank(Fz) using specific structure of the system. Com
putation of matrix Ff for the system (2.5) gives

/-/n ® 厅驰) I db/90\ 
砰_侬，成，)— Q(。) ® I 施/3 이
" 一5끼"")—，4泌) ® Zn-Zn® AT(^) I da/de 5

\ o \ w 丿

where b and c are as a vectors composed from elements of matrices 
B and C arranged along rows, symbol ® means Kronecker product of 
matrices. Since by our supposition elements of matrices B and C do 
not depend on 0 and 0 = a, we get db/dO = dc/d0 =0, da/86 = 
In2. Taking into account reductions (2.3), postmultiply matrix F‘ by
nonsingular matrix;

/ ~In BT 0 \
Fl = In o 1 (V ® U Qj-— A In-In®AT 豪 A° 玲

\ 0 Ip )
'—In BT 0 \

Q In 0
AV u-v® 妇2

\ o p /

It is evident that rank(7?/) = rank(Fz). From the structure of matri-
ces Bt and C one can see

(2.18) rank(F,) = n2 + (n — k)(n — m) + rank (甘 § ) ?

where R = AV ® [7 — V ®호 Di
Further considerations give us

R Lu
0 -0

1 (R 玲2 rank ( n
\ 0 ‘中

皿心

R

0
Ir

'"2 ' = n2 4- rank(q2R).= 0아、_何 0
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Thus we obtain that rank of matrix F기 is completely determined 
by rank of matrix pR. If one of these matrices has full column rank 
then the other matrix also has full column rank, being condition of 
structural local identifiability.

Suppose now, as before, that there are linear dependent columns of 
matrix FL Matrices L and A can be evaluated from (2.13). It follows 
from (2.18) that n2 — (n — fc) (n — m) columns of matrix are linearly 
independent. Appropriate rows of matrix L are zero. Let matrix L is 
obtained by deleting such zero rows from matrix L. For L from (2.18) 
we have

'R力 + A = 0, 怦£ = 0,
< ==A < A

WA = 0； A = —RL.

Thus, to formulate the system of homogeneous partial differential equa
tions (2.14) we must determine matrix L of linear connections between, 
the columns of matrix ^R. The교 we calculate matrix A(0) = ~R(0)L(0) 
with columns A7(0) forming equations of system (2.14). To obtain in
variants Pb ⑻ we have to solve this system using, for example, heuristic 
method described earlier.

Note that matrix A has the number of rows equal to the number of 
parameters 0, i.e., n2. We can reduce this number by using restrictions 
(2.2). Assume that rank 邓=a Then we can suppose without loss 
of generality that first r columns of matrix p are linearly independent, 
i.e.；

W =(如饱)，det 半 o.

Now condition (2.2) can be written as

dn 丘1+ W2 互 2 =ds

from, which
互곤 = Wo 一 版'加&

Thus, r elements of vector a can be expressed through basic (n2 — r) 
elements. Let 0 — a2, where a，2 consists of (n2 — r) basic elements of 
vector a.
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Therefore there is no need to find n2 rows of matrix A. Note that 
each row of matrix R(0) corresponds to element of vector a. Let is 
submatrix of matrix R(0) consisting of rows correspo교di교g to elements 
of subvector 做.Now define A(0) = —R(0)L(O) and use A instead of A 
in the system (2.14) for searching functions capable of estimation p(^).

Now we can formulate our main result.
THEOREM 2.1. (Rank condition) A necessary and sufficient con

dition for structural local identifiability of the models (2A), (2.2) with 
vector of unknown parameters 0, consisting of (n2 一 r) basic elements 
of vector a, under assumption of controllability and observability is that 
for almost all 0 ew이uding sets of measure zero

(2.19) rank = {n — fe)(n — m),

히腿代 R(们 = A(0)V ®U~V® A(0)TU.
In this case the condition (2.19) does not satisfied and

rank ©R(0) = (n — fc)(n — m) — p, u > 0.

We can find p~v = n2—r—z/ parametric functions capable of estimation 
from the following system of homogeneous partied differential equations 
of the first order

•爲(。)=。，顶=L . . .，匕

where X3 are columns of matrix

A(0)= 一丘泌)力(0),

where R(0) consists of rows of matrix R(0) corresponding to elements 
of vector 0, L(0) is determined from the condition

w R(0)L(O) = 0.
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COROLLARY 2.1. (Order condition) A necessary condition for struc
tural local identifiability of the models (2.1), (2.2) with vector of un
known parameters 0, consisting of (n1 2 — r) basic elements of vector a, 
under assumption of controllability and observability is that

1 0 0
0 10

r > (n — k)(n — m).

3. Examples

Let us consider model structure (2.1) with state, control and obser
vation matrices of the following form:

/0 0 \
A = I «21 Q22 «23 \ , BT = (1, 0, 0)T, C = (0, 0, 1).

\ 0 «32 «33 /

For this model we have four restrictions on the elements of matrix A: 
a i2 = a is = a^i = + «22 + @32 = 0. Thus we can form vector 0
consisting of n2 — r = 5 elements

0 = (an, 021, ^23, «32, Q33)'.

Matrix of the restrictions © is as follows :

/o 
0 
0 

\0

1
0
0
1

0 
1 
0 
0

0 
0 
0 
0

0
0
0
1

0 
0 
0 
0

0 
0 
1 
0

0 
0 
0 
0

0 
0

0
0
0

Matrices BT and C are already in the column echelon form, so U = 
V — I and

T0 1 0
0 0 1

T
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According to our approach, in order to answer the question about 
local identifiability of this model structure we evaluate matrix pR :

pR =

On + Q32 -«32 0 0
f 23 «11 一 @33 0 0

0 0 0 0
^11 + 场2 + Q21一 -032 «32 -«32

It is easy to test that rank(也R) = 3 < 4, therefore the model 
structure is non-identifiable. In order to investigate it more carefully 
and determine parametric functions capable of estimation we obtain, 
basis of null space of matrix 帅风 dimension, of which is equal to 〃 = 1. 
So basis contains one vector L = (0, 0, 1, 1)T. Therefore matrix A 
also contains only one column

A = —RL = (0, 一仞3 — Q32 一 Q33, ^32)«32)^-

Note that coefficient of A corresponding to an is equal to zero. It 
means that this parameter itself is invariant under parameters transfor
mation, and hence an is structurally globally identifiable. As regards 
other parameters we have one equation for determining invariants of 
transformation

In order to solve this equation we use approach considered earlier.

dp dp dp dp o
—a21 云-- r a32 3----- H a32 ------ (%3 + ^32 + ^33)7；----  = 0-

^21 而 32 oa33 da23

groups of transformation:
da，33 *

~dT =地;
勿如 / d礴2 *
舌*21； RF 

(/(Z 成 3 *

一尽=一磁3 - «33 一 碣2； «tjls=0 =

Solving the equations in series (after determining and 碣3 we sub
stitute them to subsequent equations) with use of initial conditions we 
obtain the following transformations:

앗H = a21e '； 碣2 = a32^S； 碣3 = <132+ Q33 — 如2； 

a23 = 一 “32^3 + (@33 + a23)^~S + @32 —如3.
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Eliminati교g variable s from the system we can write it in the form

게* 게* — . * * a33 + a23 _ 如3 + «23a21a32 — a21a32i Q33 — “32 — °33 — °32, J — -
«21 奶1

Thus, we have the following invariants of transformations of parameter
vector 0^

Pl(^) = All； P2(0、) = «21<132； P3 ⑻ = ^33-032； 。4(。) = 으오丄色쓰 
®21

If we now reparameterize the model structure using these functions as
new parameters, it will be structurally locally identifiable.

4. Conclusion

The approach based on applying rank condition offered in this pa
per has the following advantages. First, rank condition has an obvious 
mathematical form and is easy for programming without knowing fun
damentals of the theory. Secondly, matrix pR in (2.19) has relatively 
small dimension r x (n — k}(n — m) and , that is extremely impor
tant, its elements are Hnear in parameters. As a result, with growth 
of the dimension of the system symbolic computations do not become 
unfeasible as computations produced by other methods Investigations 
carried out with the help of Maple program revealed effectiveness of 
our approach in cases when other methods failed.

The method has good prospects for further development. Research 
on extending the method to global identifiability and to the case when 
control and observation matrices depend on the unknown parameters 
are being carried out.
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